End of Life Bibliography

Topic
cross-cultural perspectives on end of life issues - particularly interested in Hispanic cultures and Caribbean cultures.

Books (at Duke)

Title Quality of death rates by race and Hispanic-origin: a summary of current research, 1999.
Published Hyattsville, Md.: U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics, 1999.
Location/Request Perkins Public Documents/Maps:
US Documents | HE 20.6209:2/128

Author Skansie, Juli Ellen.
Title Death is for all: death and death related beliefs of rural Spanish-Americans / Juli Ellen Skansie.
Location/Request Perkins/Bostock Library:
Stacks | F802.T2 S53 1985

Author Lomnitz-Adler, Claudio.
Title Death and the idea of Mexico / Claudio Lomnitz.
Published Brooklyn, N.Y.: Zone Books ; Cambridge, Mass. ; Distributed by MIT Press, 2005.
Location/Request Perkins/Bostock Library:
Stacks | GT3214 .L65 2005

Title Death, mourning, and burial: a cross-cultural reader / edited by Antonius C.G.M. Robben.
Location/Request Perkins/Bostock Library:
Stacks | GN486 .D43 2004

Author Barley, Nigel.
Title Dancing on the grave
Title Grave matters: a lively history of death around the world / Nigel Barley.
Edition 1st American ed.
Location/Request Perkins/Bostock Library:
Stacks | GT3150 .B34 1997

Articles/Essays

Ethnic variations in dying, death, and grief: diversity in universality By: Irish, Donald P. (Editor); Lundquist, Kathleen F. (Editor); Nelsen, Vivian Jenkins (Editor). Washington, DC: Taylor & Francis, 1993. Publication Type: Book


Living and dying: images of death and mourning in the Alentejo (Portugal) By: Dracklé, Dorle. Source: Anthropos, 94 no 1-3 1999, p 121-140. Publication Type: Article


Death and mourning among the Huicholes of western Mexico. By: García de Weigand, Celia; Weigand, Phil C.. Source: Coping with the final tragedy, p 53-68. Amityville, NY: Baywood Publ, 1991 Publication Type: Essay